A large class of viable dark matter models contain a WIMP candidate that is a component of a new electroweak multiplet whose mass M is large compared to the electroweak scale m W . A generic amplitude-level cancellation in such models yields a severe suppression of the cross section for WIMPnucleon scattering, making it important to assess the impact of formally subleading effects. The power correction of order m W /M to the heavy WIMP limit is computed for electroweak doublet (Higgsinolike) dark matter candidates, and a modern model of nuclear modifications to the free nucleon cross section is evaluated. Corrections to the pure Higgsino limit are determined by a single parameter through first order in the heavy WIMP expansion. Current and projected experimental bounds on this parameter are investigated. The direct detection signal in the pure Higgsino limit remains below neutrino backgrounds for WIMPs in the TeV mass range. Nuclear corrections are applied also to the heavy Wino case, completing the investigation of combined subleading effects from perturbative QCD, 1/M power corrections, and nuclear modifications.
Introduction
The Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) has long been considered as a well-motivated dark matter candidate [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] but remains experimentally undetected [12] . WIMPs naturally fit in the paradigm of supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model [13] yet we haven't found evidence at the LHC for supersymmetric particles at the electroweak scale [14, 15] . Within the WIMP paradigm, the situation is suggestive that new particles are somewhat heavy compared to the electroweak scale, and in particular, M WIMP M W ± , M Z 0 . In this mass regime, heavy WIMP effective field theory becomes a powerful method to study the universal behavior in low energy WIMP-nucleus scattering processes [16] [17] [18] , predicting cross sections for dark matter direct detection experiments that are minimally sensitive to unknown ultraviolet (UV) physics.
Explicit calculations in heavy WIMP effective theory [17] [18] [19] reveal an amplitude level cancellation [16, 19, 20 ] that results in cross section predictions for electroweak triplet (Wino-like) and electroweak doublet (Higgsino-like) WIMPs that are below the sensitivity of current direct detection experiments [21] . Such particles thus remain as viable dark matter candidates but it is important to understand whether naively subleading effects could alter the predicted cross section and hence their experimental observability.
To improve the leading order calculation and to compare with next-generation experiments [22] [23] [24] [25] approaching the neutrino floor [26] , we consider subleading effects from the following sources. First, 1/M power corrections in the heavy WIMP expansion depend on the specific representation of electroweak SU(2) × U(1) symmetry, and on the detailed UV completion of the WIMP theory. For the case of electroweak triplet, power corrections for the pure Wino case were themselves found to exhibit a surprising level of cancellation [27] , yielding a cross section prediction for low velocity WIMP-nucleon scattering of σ ∼ 10 −47 cm 2 , for M 500 GeV. Given that Higgsino-nucleon scattering suffers an even more severe amplitude cancellation compared to the Wino case [18] , it is important to study the power corrections in this case. We also explore the consequences of structure beyond the pure Higgsino limit.
Second, a complete accounting of nuclear effects can potentially alter the predicted direct detection event rate compared to simple models that apply a nuclear form factor to the single nucleon cross section. Since the cancellation occurs between single nucleon matrix elements of scalar and tensor currents, nuclear effects could be effectively enhanced by impacting the scalar and tensor currents differently. We estimate the impact of such nuclear effects for both triplet and doublet cases, employing a recent model that incorporates constraints of chiral symmetry and multibody interactions [28, 29] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 constructs the heavy WIMP effective theory for Higgsino-like particles through 1/M order. Section 3 performs electroweak scale matching for the pure Higgsino onto heavy WIMP effective theory, and specifies the treatment of renormalization group evolution and heavy quark threshold matching. Section 4 provides cross section results and discusses the impact of 1/M corrections and nuclear modifications for Higgsino-like and Wino-like particles. Section 5 is a summary.
2 Heavy Higgsino effective theory at order 1/M Heavy WIMPs with mass M large compared to the electroweak scale may be described using an effective theory expanded in powers of 1/M . Each order is constructed from invariant operators built from Standard Model fields and the heavy WIMP field; the latter transforms as a SU(2) W ×U(1) Y multiplet and is denoted by χ v . For a heavy self conjugate (e.g. Majorana fermion) particle the Heavy WIMP Effective Theory Lagrangian up to 1/M order takes the following form in the one-heavy particle sector (cf. [16, 27] ):
where v µ is the heavy WIMP velocity with v 2 = 1. The covariant derivative is
with the Higgs field H and with the electroweak field strengths W µν and B µν , respectively. δM is the residual mass. In the following, we focus on the spin-independent process and neglect the field strength interaction term g(W, B), which only contributes to spin-dependent scattering. 1 Let us consider a Standard Model extension whose particle content consists of a Dirac fermion WIMP transforming as an SU(2) doublet with hypercharge Y = 1/2. This situation may arise in models with supersymmetry [13, 30, 31] and extra dimensions [32] . Related models involve scalars [33, 34] . We anticipate the splitting of mass eigenstates into Majorana components after electroweak symmetry breaking, and write the gauge invariant WIMP-Higgs interaction term f (H) in the Majorana basis as
Here the real parameters a and c, and the complex parameter b, are determined by matching with a specific UV theory.
To investigate the impact of additional UV structure, we consider a simple illustration where, in addition to the Dirac doublet ψ of mass M , the Standard Model extension includes another SU(2) multiplet with a mass greater than M [19, 35] . For example, consider an SU(2) triplet Majorana fermion χ with mass M M (another interesting case is a heavy singlet). The renormalizable Lagrangian is
where λ = χ , χ 1 , χ 2 T , with
is the relativistic field mapping onto the heavy particle field χ v in Eq. (1). F (H) is the interaction with the Higgs field and can be found in Ref. [17] . Introduction of the heavy multiplet, χ , splits the mass of the two neutral constituents h high 0 , h low 0 of χ v after electroweak symmetry breaking, with the lighter state h low 0 being identified as the dark matter WIMP. By appropriate field redefinition, the residual mass of h low 0 may be set to zero. Including the electrically charged eigenstates h + and h − , the residual mass matrix in the mass-electric charge eigenstate basis h high
where H = (0, v) T / √ 2 is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value. 2 Matching the UV theory (3) to the effective theory, similar to Ref. [27] , we obtain
1 Although the spin-independent amplitude suffers a severe cancellation at leading order in 1/M , the spin-dependent amplitude vanishes at leading order. Since it lacks the coherent enhancement of the spin-independent amplitude, this contribution is expected to remain numerically subdominant in the total direct detection rate. 2 In addition to the tree level contributions in Eq. (4), EFT loop corrections computed from the Feynman rules of Eq. (1) contribute to the physical mass splitting after electroweak symmetry breaking. For renormalizable UV completions, the total correction at one loop order is [36, 37] 
where T a and Y = Q − T 3 are SU(2) and U(1) representation matrices, and f (r)
For the pure Higgsino case, loop corrections at order 1/M can be shown to vanish and the term −av 2 /(2M ) yields the complete contribution to the mass splitting between Q = 1 versus Q = 0 states at this order.
We get the interaction between the WIMP and the higgs boson. Parti interaction where κ 1 and κ 2 are the Yukawa coupling constants in F (H) [17] , α 2 = g 2 2 /(4π), s W = sin θ W and c W = cos θ W with θ W the weak mixing angle. As we will see in the next section, the UV information relevant for low energy WIMP-matter scattering is encoded in (κ 2 ≡ κ 2
If we had considered a heavy singlet instead of heavy triplet in the Standard Model extension (3), theñ c H would take an identical form to Eq. (6), but with M now representing the singlet mass. 3 
Matching and RG evolution
In order to compute the cross section for dark matter direct detection at the nuclear level, we must match and evolve the electroweak scale effective theory of the WIMP specified in Eq. (1) to lower energy scales. In a first step we integrate out weak scale particles W ± , Z 0 , h and t, and match to an effective theory consisting of five-flavor QCD, and the following effective interactions of the WIMP with quarks and gluons: 4
where the spin-0 and spin-2 quark and gluon operators are
We neglect operators of higher dimension that are suppressed by powers of hadronic scales
and curly brackets around indices denote symmetrization.
The matching process is similar to that in Ref. [27] , except that two boson ZZ exchange contributes to the doublet case in addition to W W exchange in the triplet case. Also note that the WIMP-WIMP-Higgs boson three point vertex is the only contribution depending on UV parameterc H , cf. Fig. 1 . 5 In terms ofc H , the renormalized matching coefficients in the MS scheme for n f = 5 flavor QCD theory are: 3 For the singlet extension, the non-gauge contributions are δa = −(κ 2 1 +κ 2 2 )M/(M −M ), δb = (−κ 2 1 +κ 2 2 +2iκ1κ2)M/(M − M ) and δc = 0. 4 We restrict attention to elastic scattering. Inelastic scattering [38] could be investigated by considering operator structures h high 0 h low 0 . 5 The couplingcH replaces cH for the triplet case in Ref. [27] .
Here c (U )
A = 1 with U denoting up-type quarks, D denoting down-type quarks. The reduced coefficientsĉ (S) i are given in terms of the original Wilson coefficients by c
, g is the index for quark or gluon and S = 0, 2 denotes the operator spin structure. The strong coupling is denoted by α s (µ). The mass ratios are defined as x j ≡ m j /m W and y j ≡ m j /m Z where m Z is the mass of Z 0 boson, and j is the index of the specific particle, e.g. j = t stands for top quark, j = h for Higgs boson. Li 2 (z) ≡ ∞ k=1 z k /k 2 is the dilogarithm function. N = 2 is the number of massless Standard Model generations. For electroweak scale matching, light quarks u, d, s, c, b are treated as massless. Also neglecting small corrections from |V td | 2 and |V ts | 2 , u and c quarks have the same coefficients, as do d and s quarks. We note that our results obey the correct formal limit at small x t . 6 For the evaluation of nucleon and nuclear matrix elements, the n f = 5 theory renormalized at the electroweak scale, µ t ∼ m Z must be matched to n f = 3 renormalized at µ 0 = 1 − 2 GeV. We perform the necessary renormalization group evolution and threshold matching at heavy bottom and charm quark mass scales µ b ∼ m b and µ c ∼ m c . Details can be found in Ref. [18] . Specifically, we take µ t = (m t + m W )/2 = 126 GeV, µ b = 4.75 GeV, µ c = 1.4 GeV, and µ 0 = 1.2 GeV, as in Ref. [18] and [27] . For the spin-0 coefficients, RG evolution and threshold matching are performed at NNNLO. For spin-2 coefficients, the running and matching are at NLO. We thus obtain a set of Wilson coefficients c 
Cross sections
Having determined the low-scale quark level effective theory, let us proceed to evaluate hadronic matrix elements. We begin by computing the low-velocity limit of the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section, as a standard benchmark process. Recall that
where N = n, p is a nucleon, m r = m N M/(m N + M ) ≈ m N is the reduced mass of the WIMP-nucleon system, and the scattering amplitude is
Proton and neutron cross sections are identical, neglecting small corrections to isospin symmetry [18] . Lattice results [42] averaged from Refs. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] are taken for the light quark scalar matrix elements. Integrated parton distribution functions [48] are taken for spin-2 matrix elements as in Ref. [18] . Quark masses are taken from lattice average results [42] . Explicitly, we have taken Σ πN = 40(4) MeV,R ud = 0.49 (2) and m N f . Also shown are current dark matter direct detection experimental exclusion limits (solid lines) [21, 39, 40] , future projected detectors' sensitivities (dotted lines) [22] [23] [24] [25] , and neutrino floor (dash-dotted line) for Xenon detectors [26] . Curves are normalized to unity for the sum of all contributions at q = 0. R ++ denotes the one-body isoscalar response (denoted (c M + F + ) 2 in Ref. [29] ). R +b and R +π denote one-body/two-body interference terms (denoted 2 c M + c b F + F b and 2 c M + c π F + F π in Ref. [29] ). Numbers in parentheses are the percentage contribution for each nuclear response channel to the total integrated cross section. Other subdominant channels are not displayed.
For our default matching scales µ t , µ b , µ c and µ 0 , and with the central values of all nucleon matrix elements at scale µ 0 , we find the spin-0 and spin-2 amplitudes for WIMP-proton scattering are (normalized by spin-2 amplitude M (2) p | M →∞ = 1)
At M → ∞, Eq. (12) exhibits a remarkable cancellation at the level of ∼ 5% (compared to ∼ 20% in the triplet case [27] ). At order 1/M , the pure Wino case also exhibited a strong cancellation between the power corrections of spin-0 and spin-2 amplitudes [27] . For the pure Higgsino case we havec H = −(3α 2 2 /4)[1 + 1/(2c 4 W )], and M (0) p = −1.05 + 0.69 m W /M . Owing to the severity of the leading order cancellation, the total 1/M correction can compete with the leading order for moderate M . These features can be seen in the central value curve of Fig. 2 , The sign of the power correction relative to leading power further suppresses the cross section as M decreases from the heavy WIMP limit.
As usual when evaluating the nucleon-level amplitude, we have two sources of uncertainties: Wilson coefficients and hadronic matrix elements. Perturbative uncertainty in the matching coefficients is estimated by varying the matching scales within the ranges m 2
GeV, as in Ref. [18, 27] . Uncertainties from neglected 1/M 2 and higher order power corrections are estimated by shifting M
as in Refs. [18, 27] . Uncertainties from nucleon matrix elements are propagated to the observable cross section [18, 43, 47, 48, 51] . We add in quadrature the errors from different sources for each of the spin-0 and spin-2 amplitudes. Then the maximum and minimum of all possible values of the combination |M
p | sets the boundaries of the cross section curves depicted in Fig. 2 . 8 For the lower, violet colored, region in Fig. 2 , the limit M M has been taken to decouple heavier states in the pure Higgsino limit for the coefficientc H in Eq. (12). Before taking this limit, we may use Eq. (6) to investigate the impact of non-decoupled states in the UV completion. Away from the pure-state limit, we havec H ≈ 2κ 2 M/(M − M ). For weakly coupled theories we consider a range of valuesc H /g 2 2 = 0.01 − 0.1 in Fig. 2 . For TeV mass WIMPs, the cross section is within the detectable range of next generation detectors [22, 23, 25] whenc H /g 2 2 ≈ 0.1, and is close to the neutrino floor wheñ c H /g 2 2 ≈ 0.01. In the pure Higgsino limit, the cross section upper limit remains at or below 10 −48 cm 2 for masses above a few hundred GeV.
Finally, we note that the actual scattering process in experimental searches takes place on compound nuclei versus on isolated nucleons. A standard practice for treating nuclear modifications is to apply a nuclear form factor to the free-nucleon result [41, 52] . At the same time, a distribution in WIMP velocities is assumed present in our local galactic halo, and the event rate ansatz is a convolution of halo velocity profile, nuclear form factor, and single nucleon cross section [41] . The severe cancellation in the singlenucleon cross section, cf. Eq. (12), suggests that nuclear corrections could potentially have a larger than expected impact. We investigate this possibility here, using the model presented in Refs. [28, 29] which includes effects from multi-nucleon interactions. The results are presented in Fig. 3 , which compares the event rate for Xenon detectors ( 132 Xe) from our "Standard" computation with Helm form factor [41] , to the "ChEFT constrained" computation with nuclear model from Refs. [28, 29] . 9 The rate is multiplied by the WIMP mass to make the curves on the plot independent of WIMP mass. 10 In order to perform an apples to apples comparison in Fig. 3 , we have employed the same input values for nucleon-level matrix elements in our "Standard" nuclear model as in Ref. [29] , except for the spin-0 gluon matrix element, which was evaluated in Ref. [29] using a leading order perturbative QCD relation. Higher order perturbative QCD corrections turn out to be significant [19, 55] , and we have included corrections through NNNLO in both "Standard" and "ChEFT-constrained" analyses.
We have also implemented the "ChEFT constrained" nuclear model for the triplet case studied in Ref. [27] . For both doublet and triplet cases, a breakdown of dσ/dq 2 into separate nuclear response channels is displayed in Fig. 4 , for an illustrative WIMP velocity v/c = 10 −3 . In the terminology of Ref. [29] , isoscalar one-body scattering (corresponding to the "Standard" nuclear form factor treatment) remains the dominant contribution to the direct detection rate. The amplitude cancellation at the onebody level, Eq. (12), leads to an effective enhancement of the one-body/two-body interference term in the Higgsino-like cross section. However, as Fig. 3 illustrates, for both doublet and triplet cases, the considered nuclear modifications do not qualitatively impact the cross section, and are comparable in magnitude to other sources of uncertainty.
Summary
We have computed subleading corrections to the cross sections for Wino-like and Higgsino-like WIMP particles scattering on nuclear targets. The doublet result shows that order 1/M corrections do not significantly enhance the small leading order cross section. The upper limit for the pure doublet is less than 10 −48 cm 2 in the TeV mass regime, consistent with the leading order estimate [18, 19] , and lower than the estimated Xenon neutrino floor [26] . We also investigated the impact of nuclear effects by employing a modern EFT-based model in place of the standard nuclear form factor. The effect of this replacement is comparable to other uncertainties for both Wino-like and Higgsino-like WIMP candidates, leaving the TeV scale pure Wino within striking distance of next generation experiments, and the pure Higgsino well below the neutrino floor. The small cross section in the pure Higgsino limit can be modified by nondecoupled states in the UV completion. For WIMP masses of order M = 500 GeV, current experiments constrain the dimensionless Higgs-WIMP-WIMP coupling asc H 0.04.
